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Repeat e-mail as requested To: Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc: Tom Samoluk/ARRB, Michelle Combs/ARRB From: Irene 

Marr/ARRBDate: 10/06/97 05:30:51 PMSubject: Document ReferralsThis is in response to Jeremy's e-mail of 

10/6 and Tom's e-mail of 10/11. The following is my current best estimate for LBJ Library and State 

Department referrals which are physically on ARRB premises: Agency #AR's at ARRB Quality of Estimate LBJ 

293 "reasonably confident" State 83 "accurate"2. Number of records that have been identified as 

"assassination records" not yet at ARRB, but are being processed:LBJ Library: An additional 83 documents are 

awaiting concurrence from third agencies, mainly CIA. These were AR's processed under th Library's 

mandatory review. Approximately 39 of these records are designated as outstanding mandatory review cases, 

the remaining records are designated as mandatory review cases containing sanitized or exempted documents 

and in many instances are just awaiting concurrence. State: I have no further information on newly identified 

State records.3. Additional informationBreakdown of LBJ Library records awaiting referralAgency #DocsCIA 

37CITIZEN 6DOD 2DOJ 4DOS 44FBI 19TREAS 37USIA 1USSS 20WH 145Total 315**Explanation of discrepency: 

at least 22 of these documents need to be coordinated with third agencies and thus were counted more than 

once, but there are actually 293 distinct documents. Breakdown of State ReferralsCIA 72DOD 1DOS only 3FBI 

7State Records have already been referred to third agencies, and the copies sent to ARRB reflect such 

concurrence. However these were processed before current Board guidelines and in my preliminary review of 

the records I noticed that the majority of the CIA postponements could probably be released by today's 

standards.
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